Iridescent colours are colours that change depending on the angle of illumination or observation. They are 11 produced when light is reflected by multilayer structures or diffracted by gratings. While this phenomenon is well 12 understood for simple optical systems, it remains unclear how complex biological structures interact with light 13 to produce iridescence. There are very few comparative studies at interspecific level (often focusing on a single 14 colour patch for each species), resulting in an underestimation of structure diversity. Using an interdisciplinary 15 approach combining physics and biology, we here quantify the colour and structure of 36 hummingbirds species evenly 16 distributed across the phylogeny. We explore at least 2 patches per species, which are assumed to be under different 17 selective regimes. For each patch, we measure structural features (number of layers, layer width, irregularity, spacing, 18 etc.) of the feathers at different scales using both optical and electronic microscopy and we measure colour using a 19 novel approach we developed to encompass the full complexity of iridescence, including its angular dependency. We 20 discover an unsuspected diversity of structures producing iridescence in hummingbirds. We also study the effect of 21 several structural features on the colour of the resulting signal, using both an empirical and modelling approach. Our 22 findings demonstrate the need to take into account multiple patches per species and suggest possible evolutionary 23 pressures causing the evolutionary transitions from one melanosome type to another. 24 Hummingbirds are famous for their bright and shiny colours which change with the illumination or observation 26 angle: a phenomenon known as iridescence. Iridescent colours are produced by the interaction of light with periodic 27 nanometre-scale structures such as multilayers or diffraction gratings and are widespread among many taxa [1]. But few 28 taxa display colours as bright and as saturated as the hummingbirds (Trochilidae family). Most hummingbird species 29 harbour two visually distinct types of iridescent colour patches, as illustrated in fig. S1: directional patches, which are 30 only visible at a very narrow angle range [2] and are often very bright and saturated, and diffuse patches, for which 31 some colour is visible from any angle [2] and that are often not as bright as directional patches. Directional patches are 32 often located on facial or ventral patches and thought to be involved in communication while diffuse patches are often 33 located on dorsal patches and thought to be involved in camouflage [3]. Additionally, although all hummingbird species 34 display some degree of iridescence, striking differences can be noticed between the various species and body patches in 35 terms of brightness (describing how much light is reflected by the object), saturation (describing the colour "purity") 36 and directionality [4].
In this study, we aim at addressing three fundamental questions for the study of iridescence in hummingbirds but 48 also in living organisms in general: 1) which type(s) of melanosome exist in hummingbirds and, if several exist, how . The left panel shows hollow / air-filled platelets found in the breast of Heliomaster furcifer, which is the multilayer type that was known before for hummingbirds [7] [8] [9] [10] . But we also discover two new types: the middle panel shows solid / melanin-filled platelets found in the back of Aglaiocercus kingi and the right panel shows a mixed multilayer structure with the outermost layer composed of solid / melanin-filled platelets and the rest of hollow / air-filled platelets, found in the throat of Chrysolampis mosquitus. The red bar represents 1 µm. Table 1 : Predicted correlations between colour variables and structural parameters and the outcome from comparative analyses and simulations for these correlations. The correlations can be due to either the optics governing iridescence and to evolution. As mentioned in the methods, it is possible to get an arbitrary low p-value in simulations by increasing the sample size. To prevent this issue and to be able to compare empirical and simulations results, we chose the same sample size for both (72) and counted a result as significant only when p < 0.05 (for simulations) or when the credibility interval did not include 0 (for empirical data). Some correlations could not be tested in the simulations and are marked as NA in the table. If results from the empirical data and the simulation output the same result, it is likely due to the optics governing iridescence but in case of mismatch, it reveals the influence of evolutionary constraints.
set of 100 trees dowloaded from birdtree.org [20] . Each model was tested with 3 independent MCMC chains, with 160 200 000 iterations each, including a 1000 burn-in and a thinning factor of 10 to reduce auto-correlation and memory 161 consumption of the program. Convergence was assessed both visually and using the Gelman-Rubin index. Levels of a 162 factor were deemed significantly different when the estimate of one did not overlap with the credibility interval of the 163 other.
164
Phylogenetic signal for the type of multilayer on the throat and the back was computed using the δ Bayesian 165 approach for discrete characters described in Borges et al. [35] . Larger values of δ express a higher level stronger 166 phylogenetic signal, i.e. a stronger influence of the evolutionary history on the observed trait values. δ values can be 167 arbitrarily large and significance is evaluated by bootstrapping after shuffling the trait value on the phylogeny.
168

Results
169
Correlations between colour variables in hummingbird iridescent feathers
170
Preliminary study of correlation between colour parameters, without investigating yet the underlying structural variable, 171 reveals a positive correlation between maximum brightness B max and saturation table S2. Directional patches (low 172 γ B ) also tend to reflect overall more light than diffuse colours (table S3) . On the other hand and contrary to our 173 predictions, we find no correlation between γ B (related to directionality) and saturation (table S2) . We also find that 174 long wavelength hues (i.e. red colours) are associated with brighter (table S2) but less saturated colours (table S3) .
175
Iridescence in hummingbirds is produced by several different multilayer types 176 Observations of barbule cross-sections with a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) confirm that some hummingbird 177 multilayers contain only hollow melanosomes (left panel in fig. 1 ). But we also discover that some species have multilayers 178 with solid melanosomes (central panel in fig. 1 ). Additionally, we find a highly unusual multilayer structure in some 179 species, where the outermost layer is composed of solid melanosomes while the rest of the multilayer is composed of 180 hollow melanosomes (right panel in fig. 1 ). We refer to this multilayer structure type as the mixed multilayer type in 181 the rest of this article. Lastly and importantly, our observations show for the first time that a single hummingbird 182 species can have different multilayer types depending on the patch location on the body as shown in fig. 2 and fig. S5 .
183
The thickness of the melanin layer is very similar between hollow and solid melanosomes ( Location on the bird body and optical effects of the different types of multilayers
We find that diffuse patches contain multilayers with only hollow melanosomes more often than directional patches.
192
At the same time, directional patches contain mixed multilayers more often than diffuse patches (χ 2 (2) = 6.8138, 193 p = 0.033; fig. S10 ).
194
There is also a strong phylogenetic signal for the multilayer type on the back (δ = 11.03, p = 0.008) but not on the 195 throat (δ = 1.37, p = 0.067).
196
Using phylogenetic comparative analyses, we also find that multilayer structures with only hollow melanosomes 197 reflect overall more light (diffuse + specular reflectance; which allow us to explore a much wider range of parameters and ensure this pattern is not caused by a confounding 201 effect (fig. S12 and tables S4 and S5).
202
The different multilayer types also produce different hues, with the mixed type producing the largest diversity of 203 hues in the bird visual space, using simulations based on biologically relevant layer sizes ( fig. S13 ).
204
Finally, the different multilayer structures also differed in their level of iridescence, i.e. how much hue shifts with At the multilayer level, the number of layers has no effect on overall reflectance in phylogenetic comparative analyses 210 based on empirical data from hummingbird feathers ( 
215
We show that hue at a given angle configuration (H max ) depends on the thickness of the layers, no matter their 216 chemical composition (air, keratin or melanin), in simulations (table S6) but we only find a significant effect of the 217 thickness of the melanin layer in empirical data (table S10) . However, we also find that thicknesses of melanin, keratin 218 and air layer within a given multilayer structure are strongly correlated, as shown in fig. 3 , which might hinder our 219 analysis on empirical data. This correlation is not simply due to phylogenetic inertia and the shared history between 220 species as it remains significant even after taking into account the species phylogenetic relationships (tables S12 to S14).
221
Additionally, the confidence interval of the slope of the correlation between the optical thicknesses (thickness times 222 optical index) of the consecutive layers is often close to 1 but does not contain 1, as shown in fig. 3 . Confidence interval of the slope is in blue as well.) which do not take into account species relatedness, and by comparative phylogenetic analyses using MCMCglmm (tables S12 to S14). There is no data for air layer thickness in solid multilayer types because they do not contain any air. At the barbule level, we find that barbules with a sickle shape (i.e. with a smaller barbule shape angle, as shown 224 in fig. S4 ) produce colours that reflect overall more light (taking into account both diffuse and specular reflection), as 225 illustrated in fig. 4b and table S8. Additionally, in agreement with our predictions, we show that barbules with a sickle 226 shape also produce more directional and more saturated colours ( fig. 4a and tables S9 and S11). Conversely, variability 227 in barbule alignment from the same barb also produces less saturated colours (table S11).
228
Discussion
229
Correlations and general characteristics of hummingbird iridescent colours 230 We find many correlations between descriptors of iridescent colours in hummingbirds. In particular, saturation was 231 negatively correlated with hue (table S2), as expected for interferences from a multilayer structure. For long wavelength 232 colours, a wider range of wavelengths will indeed (partially) constructively interfere and contribute to the resulting 233 signal, thereby producing less saturated colours. Our framework did not allow us to discriminate whether evolutionary 234 constraints could also play an additional role in the correlation (i.e. is there a selective pressure for blue colours to be 235 more saturated than red colours in hummingbirds?) 236 We nonetheless found additional correlations that are not explained by the physical nature of hummingbird colours.
237
For example and in accordance with our prediction, we found a positive correlation between saturation and total 238 reflectance, as could be expected from patches involved in quality advertising and mate choice [14] [15] [16] [17] . 239 Finally, we showed a correlation positive correlation between hue and overall brightness, meaning that red colours 240 are on average brighter than blue colours. Two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses can explain this pattern: (i) red 241 colours are often used for communication in hummingbirds due to a pre-existing sensory bias [36] and communication 242 is often associated with brighter colours, or (ii) blue colours are not as bright because melanin and keratin absorb more 243 in short wavelengths than in long wavelengths [37, 38] .
244
Hummingbirds display an unsuspected multilayer diversity 245 In this study, we discover that hummingbirds do not only have hollow (air-filled) melanosomes but also solid (melanin-246 filled) melanosomes. They also sometimes combine both types into a very unusual multilayer structure that has never 247 been described in any other family, where the outermost layer is formed by solid melanosomes while the following layers 248 contain hollow melanosomes. 249 We also discovered that a single species can use different types of multilayer structures at different patch locations 250 on its body ( fig. 2 and fig. S5 ). This means that the type of multilayer found on one patch is not representative of the 251 multilayer type found on all patches for a given species. This finding calls for more careful investigation into the results 252 of previous comparative analyses of bird melanosomes and iridescent colours, as most of them have observed only one 253 patch per species [7, 13] . 254 We also show that the different types of multilayers are not randomly distributed on the bird's body: diffuse patches 255 contained multilayers composed exclusively of hollow or solid melanosomes more often than directional patches. On the 256 other hand directional patches contained mixed multilayers more often than diffuse patches ( fig. 2 and fig. S10 ). We 257 find a strong phylogenetic signal for the type of multilayer structure on the back but not on the throat, suggesting that 258 the distribution of the multilayer type is mainly due to the phylogeny on the back but likely more strongly influenced 259 by additional selective pressures on the throat.
260
This suggests that the different multilayer types produce different kinds of colours that are selected in different 261 contexts: mixed types may produce colours that are generally more efficient for communication while hollow or solid 262 types produce colours more efficient for camouflage.
263
Different multilayer types produce different colours 264 For hue, and in conformity with our prediction that diffuse patches should contain multilayer structures that minimise 265 the angle dependency of hue, we found that diffuse patches contained the solid multilayer type more often than di-266 rectional patches, which leads to a lower hue shift in simulations ( fig. S11 and table S7 ). We could not verify this 267 prediction with empirical data as γ H was too similar across species to yield repeatable measurements. This lower hue 268 shift could reduce colour flashes that may alert a potential predator of the presence of the bird. On the other hand, 269 diffuse patches have most commonly hollow melanosomes, which can lead to the highest hue shift ( fig. S11 and table S7 ).
This partial mismatch with our prediction could be explained by the findings of Kjernsmo et al. [39] , where the authors found that iridescence could improve camouflage by impairing predators' ability to discern target shape.Alternatively, 272 the difference in hue shift among the different multilayer types could be low enough to not be under strong selective 273 pressure. 274 We also found with simulations that the mixed multilayer type can produce the highest diversity of hues ( fig. S13) , 275 while the solid type has the lowest diversity. It does however seem that the full range of possible hues is not explored 276 in hummingbirds. This is probably in part due to our non-exhaustive sampling of hummingbird species but also likely 277 reflects evolutionary constraints, either on the structures themselves or on the resulting colour [3] .
278
For brightness, previous studies predicted based on optical theory that hollow melanosomes should produce brighter 279 colours than solid melanosomes [40, 41] . The simulations in the present study confirm that multilayers with hollow 280 melanosomes reflect more light overall (specular + diffuse reflectance) than multilayers with solid melanosomes. Mixed On the other hand, we find that, in both empirical data and simulations, hollow multilayers produce less saturated 287 colours than multilayer structures with solid melanosomes or mixed multilayers, as shown in table S11 and fig. S12 288 and table S5 respectively. However, the mixed multilayer type had the highest interaction value with the number of 289 layers ( fig. S12 and table S5 ). This means that mixed multilayers have the highest potential to create highly saturated 290 colours when composed of a large number of layers, which could explain that they were positively selected in directional 291 patches.
292
Our results describing the influence of the multilayer type on brightness and saturation are also in line with the Multilayer structures in hummingbirds are not very regular but often close to ideality 301 We found a very high intra-multilayer variability for the structural characteristics of melanosomes, as expressed by the 302 high relative standard deviation values reported in table S1. These values are close to previous values reported in the 303 literature for hummingbird multilayers [12], and they likely reflect actual biological variability rather than measurement 304 uncertainty. For example, Greenewalt et al. [8] found that layer thickness generally varied between 20-30 % within species. The thickness we measured for hollow melanosomes (95 % variation interval = 130 nm to 231 nm) was also well figure 4 : Cross section of a barb and its barbules. Barbule shape angle is displayed in blue and vanular angle in red. Barbules with a large barbule shape angle tend to be flat while barbules with a low barbule shape angle tend to have a sickle shape. Supplementary figure 5: Type of melanosomes on the different patches we measured for each species. The sampling was dependent on which patch was iridescent (and diffuse / directional) for each species. Different patches of the same species can have different types of multilayer structures and patches such as the throat had more often the outer type than patches such as the back. Supplementary table 1: Iridescence variables (related to the visual signal) and structure characteristics are repeatable within our sample. Repeatability is measured as the intra-class coefficient (ICC) and p-values are estimated by two methods: permutation (p permutation) and likelihood ratio (p likelihood). All repeatability calculations are performed using the rptR R package [57] . Measurement error is also estimated using relative standard deviation (RSD, also called coefficient of variation CV) which compares the standard deviation of several measurements of the same feature to its average. ) is controlled by the number of layers and their refractive index (i.e. the type of melanosomes). We test this on simulated data from Monte Carlo transfer matrix simulations using linear models. We find that brightness in simulated data is indeed influenced by the type of melanosomes and by the number of layers. This result is also illustrated in fig. S1 . Supplementary table 11 : Correlation between FWHM (opposite of saturation) and structural parameters. Optical theory predicts that saturation is controlled by the variance in layer thickness, the number of layers and their refractive index (i.e. multilayer type) as well as disorder in the alignment of the multilayers. We test this on empirical data from hummingbird iridescent feathers using MCMCglmm. The first column contains explanatory variables, the second one the estimate of the effect size, and the third and fourth one the lower and higher (respectively) bounds of the 95 % credibility interval for the effect size. Significant effects of explanatory variables are shown with a cyan background. Correlation between keratin and air layer thicknesses using MCMCglmm. The first column contains explanatory variables, the second one the estimate of the effect size, and the third and fourth one the lower and higher (respectively) bounds of the 95 % credibility interval for the effect size. Significant effects of explanatory variables are shown with a cyan background.
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